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What have you learned at Babson?

There's No Honor Among Thieves.

When you help friends cheat, or take a test or write a paper for them, you give them something for nothing.

Work as a Team, Write as an Individual.

The skills of teamwork only go so far. You've got to understand research and write it together, but the final analysis and nothing more be your own work.

Read It, Write It, Cite It.

When you pass someone else's work off as your own, you're not growing as a scholar and you may not get any credit.
What have you learned at Babson?

Through satire and sarcasm the Simpsons have provided a virtual plethora of valuable information on family values and many other topics. Here are just a few lessons that can be learned from one of the most popular families on television.

Kids can be so cruel.  
- Marge

Always getting what you want will ultimately leave you unfulfilled and joyless.  
- Lisa
Prayer is the last refuge of a scoundrel.  
-Lisa

Whatever doesn't kill you will only make you stronger.  
-Lisa

Self improvement can be achieved but not with a quick fix.  
-Lisa
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What have you learned at Babson?
You know, I've made mistakes,
I've had my ups and downs,
My ins and outs, my share of bad breaks,
but when its all been said and done,
I raise my beer and swear, "God its been fun!"

- Dicky Barrett
Mighty Mighty Bosstones
What have you learned at Babson?

The characters of the Star Wars Trilogy were idols of our childhood. The lessons they taught went far beyond how to be a Jedi and defeat the Dark Side. Whether you were introduced to the Force as a child, enlightened as a college student, or could care less about Star Wars, there is no doubt that it offers words of wisdom that we all can learn from.

Many of the truths you cling to are only true from a certain point of view.

-Ben Knobi
Some help is better than no help.
-Han Solo

Let go of your hate.
-Luke Skywalker

You cannot hide forever.
-Vader

Wars not make one great.
-Yoda

There is no try, do or do not.
-Yoda
What have you learned at Babson?

Talent comes in many different forms.
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What have you learned at Babson?
Sometimes you need
a new perspective.
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What have you learned at Babson?